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203 algorithm [18] and closed to to the best result that is given by physical interference based scheduling performance [21] . The problem formulation of STDMA link scheduling is described as follows. The input of link scheduling algorithm is a communication graph , , i.e. the mesh topology that consists of all the nodes and the active communication links with signal to noise ratio (SNR) above the minimum threshold, . The set of nodes is represented by , , … , and the set of active communication links is represented by , , … , . The link scheduling algorithms intend to allocate the different mesh active communication links , that is geographically separated, to the certain timeslot. So that the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) of all links in this timeslot should satisfy the minimum threshold . If link is allocated in the same timeslot with link , this condition must always satisfy of physical interference model requirement [12] ,
The output of the mesh link scheduling algorithm is the mesh link schedule . , , , … ,
, where is the number of time slots to complete the scheduling task. In wireless mesh network link scheduling optimization problem, we have an objective function to maximize network throughput (2) . The constraints are: all links are scheduled at least one along the length of scheduling (3), each node cannot transmit and receive in one time slot (4), a node can transmit/receive only to/from one other node in one time slot (5) (6) , and all transmissions must satisfy physical interference model requirement (7) .
The integer linear programming (ILP) representation of STDMA link scheduling problem as follows:
Objective: max
Constraints:
This paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we provide related works in the research area and problem formulation. In section 2 and 3, we illustrate the proposed link scheduling algorithm description and then followed by research method. Finally, simulation results and discussion, and conclusion are presented in section 4 and 5 respectively. 
The Proposed Algorithm
The basic of the greedy physical algorithm for STDMA protocol access (GP-STDMA) is introduced by Brar et al [18] . The principle of this algorithm is to perform scheduling by interference evaluation for each link. To analyze interference, the GP-STDMA algorithm transforms the communication graph into a conflict graph. The link with the largest number of interference will be scheduled first after link's interference sorting. The link's interference in communication graph is represented by degree of node in the conflict graph. Greedy algorithm is known to provide low computational complexity, but not provide optimal performance. On the otherhand, Gore et al [10] introduce SGLS-STDMA algorithm that is provide the near optimal performance but higher in complexity. In this paper, we should achieve network performance near to the performance achieved by [10] but with lower algorithm complexity.
In this section, the improved greedy physical spatial time division multiple access is proposed. In contrast with the basic greedy physical algorithm in [18] , the proposed algorithm do not perform the graph transformation. The conflict free scheduling is guaranteed and decided based on three interference parameters: the block partition evaluation, the sum of link's degree evaluation, and the scheduling weight evaluation. After that, the physical interference model is used to guarantee SINR requirement.
From the communication graph , , the set of active communication links are evaluated so that the candidate of links that can be allocated in one timeslot can be defined. The area of the mesh network is divided to some blocks partition, where this partition method is used previously in [22] [23] . The number of block that is used in this paper is 10 10 100 partition blocks. Normatively, the link can be allocated in the same timeslot with link if satisfy requirements as follows ( For interference quantification, the sum of link's degree and the interference weight are defined. The sum of link's degree of link is defined as where is degree of node . The links with higher means that those links on dense network topology in the evaluated area because this link is connected with many of the links. So that, the links with higher is given priority scheduling firstly in a greedy way. The other quantification of interference is represented by the interference weight that is derived from the distance of two links. For link dan link , the interference weight is defined as:
So that, the scheduling weight can be defined as follows, The scheduling weight ′ , is used as the interference parameter where higher ′ means longer distance of two links, so that the link with high ′ have a high probability to schedule. To give high link scheduling efficiency, scheduling starts from link with minimum scheduling weight to maximum value.
The final evaluation is to guarantee SINR of links that are allocated in particular timeslot should be satisfying minimum threshold of SINR. Consider to node receiver for SINR guarantee with physical interference model, Equation 10 can be derived from Equation 7 . (10) where the total interference experienced in node sourced from a number of node represented as as follows, ∑
So that, with substitute (10) to (11) can be found the requirement of link allocation to satisfy physical interference constrain in Equation 7, as follows:
The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm is described below, The asymptotic time complexity analysis is used to analyze the computational complexity parameter in the certain time constraint. In the proposed algorithm, computational complexity can be analyzed from each process in the algorithm.
The set of active links is sorted based on the sum of the link's degree requires O e log e operations. The sorting result is defined as as the input of the scheduling algorithm. For each link element in , block partition evaluation is performed in order to generate candidate links that can be allocated concurrently with link . The block partition evaluation requires e operations. The calculation of scheduling weight takes e operations. So that, the input of link scheduling generation requires e log e e e e operations.
In the algorithm, the first step is to select a link in with a large sum of the link's degree to allocate to the first time slot and read its candidate links. This process requires | | . Furthermore, sorting the candidate links and select one link with highest scheduling . So that, the total time complexity is log . Furthermore, in the worst case of the total computational complexity is approximated to e e e log e m ≅ e log e ≅ O e .
Research Method
The model of link scheduling process depicted in Figure 2 . The purpose link scheduling in the wireless mesh networks is to maximize the number of links that are allocated in a timeslot as a radio resource. In this paper, the wireless mesh network performance measured in length of scheduling and network throughput.The length of scheduling is defined as multiplication of the number of timeslot that is required to complete scheduling ( ), with the timeslot duration ( ), as follows:
If is the number of links that schedule concurrently in timeslot , then link schedule in timeslot represented by , , … , . Link schedule repeats periodically with the fixed pattern along the network operation, so that a pair of transmitter-receiver that transmits in timeslot will communicate again in timeslot , 2 … and so on. Using the Shannon's formula [24] , the achievable data rate for link ∈ , i.e. has the upper bound value as: (15) where is the number of active communication links and , is the upper bound of data rate timeslot-and is the number of links transmitted concurrently in timeslot-. The mesh link scheduling performance is obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation method. The stationary node positions are randomly generated in a square area for each iteration and then the process to evaluate the current mesh topology is started. For each topology in one iteration, all of active links are scheduled based on the algorithm which is evaluated. The simulation was repeated in 1000 iterations with the different positions of nodes and different network topologies.
Results and Discussion
For comparison, the basic TDMA and some algorithms that are previously proposed for STDMA protocol access are used as the performance reference. The arborical link schedule (ALS-STDMA) algorithm is based on protocol interference model and proposed in [13] . The greedy physical (GP-STDMA) algorithm is based on physical interference model and proposed in [18] . The SINR graph link schedule (SGLS-STDMA) algorithm is based on pure physical interference model and proposed in [10] .
From previous work, the evaluation of link scheduling algorithm with simulation parameter setting in Table 1 generally starts from 30 nodes, because the communication graph
, not formed completely in the number of nodes below than 30 nodes. General simulation parameter setting is shown in Table 1 . The simulation results show that the SGLS-STDMA algorithm has better throughput than the other algorithms that are simulated (Figure 3 ). This is due to this algorithm iteratively checks SINR and efficiently utilize the interference margin for increasing the mesh network capacity. The range of the SGLS-STDMA throughput values are between 9.504 Mbps (30 nodes) to 0.961 Mbps (110 nodes). That is an upper bound capacity of throughput in the physical interference model. From Fig. 3 , also can be seen the wireless mesh network capacity decrease in exponentially negative characteristic. This is because the network capacity network is divided on a number of active links in the network.
The GP-STDMA algorithm that also using the physical interference model is proved has better performance in throughput and length of scheduling than the ALS-STDMA that is using the protocol interference model. From Figure 3 and Figure 4 also can be seen that the STDMA algorithms provides better performance than TDMA as the basic access protocol in wireless mesh network.
In the throughput and length of scheduling parameter, the proposed algorithm provides the performance better than conventional GP-STDMA algorithm and close to SGLS-STDMA algorithm performance as the best result in this research area so far. The proposed algorithm provides throughput in an average 7.51 % better than GP-STDMA algorithm and 7.48% worse than SGLS-STDMA algorithm performance. In the average length of scheduling parameter, the proposed algorithm provides 9.98% lower than the GP-STDMA and 8.99% higher than SGLS-STDMA. From this result, the proposed algorithm is proven to have better performance than GP-STDMA algorithm and closed to SGLS-STDMA algorithm performance. The advantage of our algorithm is in the aspect of computational complexity. From the complexity analysis in Section 2, we obtain that the proposed algorithm have complexity log ≅ . We can state that the new scheduling parameters that are introduced in the algorithm can improve the basic greedy algorithm without add complexity significantly. For comparation reference, ALS-STDMA algorithm complexity is log as reported in [13] , where is the number of link, is the number of node, is the thickness of graph, and is the maximum node degree. The GP-STDMA algorithm complexity is and the SGLS-STDMA complexity is [10] . So, it can be concluded that the proposed algorithm giving performance better than the conventional greedy physical algorithm in similar computational complexity. In otherside, the performance of the proposed algorithm closed to the best result that is achieved in the SGLS-STDMA algorithm in lower complexity.
Conclusion
This paper shows the opportunity to increase wireless mesh network performance via improving greedy physical algorithm for STDMA protocol access. The improvement of network throughput and length of scheduling in low computational complexity can be achieved by an extension of interference parameters that is derived from geometrical node positions. We show that three parameters that are introduced in this paper can be exploited in a greedy way to improve wireless network performance close to the best result of mesh link scheduling algorithm performance in lower complexity. 
